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On October 9, Regina Kulikowski teamed up
with Dr. Darren Larsen for a compelling break-
fast presentation titled Engaging MDs in the 21st
Century. The meeting took place at the Vogue
Hotel in downtown Montréal. At first glance, this
might not seem like a topic most pharmaceutical
marketers would choose to digest with their
morning croissant. As it turned out, though, the
audience of about 30 agency and pharmaceuti-
cal people found the 45-minute session very
much to their taste.

What made it so lively was the interplay between
Ms. Kulikowski’s more formal talk combined with
Dr. Larsen’s lively colour commentary.

Regina opened with a review of some of the top-
ics she covered when she presented to the

PMCQ meeting in March — the need to estab-
lish clear communications goals at the very 
beginning before even considering any market-
ing agenda and using neutral communications 
planning before assessing individual channel
strengths. She referred to the 2010 Kantar classic
study on the increase in message retention when
combining detailing with advertising where ad-
vertising gave the direct selling a 58% lift (see
Figure 1). 
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This being a CAMP
presentation, she went
on to cite a 2012
Medscape Lifestyle
Report that showed
that reading was the
second most popular
activity with all physi-
cians after exercise. In
fact, the study showed
that female doctors
ranked reading num-
ber one (71%) and ex-
ercise number two
(69%) (see Figure 2). 

This initiated a discussion on the stark differences
in the way print and digital material are read. Ac-
tually, Regina suggested that web pages are largely
scanned rather than read. She backed up her point
with a slideshow of heat maps following eye
movement, which dramatically demonstrated that
digital pages are read in an “F” pattern beginning
at the top left and diminishing rapidly as the eye
moves down the page (see Figure 3). She pointed
out that 52% of web pages are scanned for less
than ten seconds. Another study on how academic
papers are consumed was referenced; a 2008
New Information Perspectives study estimated that
a typical print version of a paper was read for be-
tween 22 and 45 minutes while the online version
garnered only 74 seconds (see Figure 4). 

Dr. Larsen jumped in to say that the way physi-
cians treat online information is qualitatively dif-
ferent than that of print. He suggested that articles
in medical journals are often consumed in several
sittings, allowing any associated advertising mes-
sage to become embedded. 

Dr. Larsen works with MDOntario, among other
groups, including the CMA and the Ontario Col-
lege, to spread the use of electronic medical
records. He told the group that he routinely spends
eight hours a day in front of a computer screen but
is seldom exposed to advertising of any sort. Much
of that time is spent viewing EMRs or related clin-
ical information sites such as MDWeb, Up-to-date,
and CMA which do not carry ads. Regina pointed

Figure 3: Eyetracking Visualization of Often Read Web Pages

Figure 4: Differences between Print and Online
Readership Behaviour



out that younger doctors are particularly resistant
to digital advertising, but they are not opposed to
advertising in print where it is perceived as part of
the overall journal experience. 

This led to a discussion of how tablets and mobile
devices are used. In the US, 2012 numbers sug-
gested that over 60% of MDs own tablets, 81%
of these were iPads. Though Canadian figures are
lagging behind those in the US, Regina suggested
that the iPad is the tablet of choice in both coun-
tries and Dr. Larsen concurred. He said tablets
linked to Health Information Systems are gaining
popularity in hospitals as a point of care tool. He
suggested that an Ottawa hospital is one of the
most advanced in this use. US surveys say that
tablets are used largely for EMRs, to write clinical
notes, and to send or receive lab reports.

Regina pointed out that whatever the media being
used, it is all part of a full range of physician in-
fluencers. These include journal advertising,
CME, direct mail, personal selling, peer-to-peer,
sampling, PR and conference events and that
these need to be used judiciously over the life of
a product from launch, through growth to matu-
rity to decline to maximize ROI. Dr. Larsen
backed her up by pointing out how many mature
products are still in use and how, moreover, top
of mind awareness impacts choice.

The conclusion: digital is not like print, it’s an-
other addition to the marketer’s toolbox and
works best when judiciously combined with other
more traditional methods.

A copy of the presentation can be obtained online
at http://www.camponline.org/videos.php.
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